
Joy to Amazement

Wisconsin, the cheese state. Most likely why I love cheese so much. So many activities,

so many amazing people. What makes me love Wisconsin is how I view it compared to

everywhere else.

Like some, some states, the seasons are constant. Wisconsin has some years of normal

seasons, like summer in summer, and winter in winter. Other years change. Winter sometimes

lands in spring and summer in fall. This delayed and constant change is what some don’t like,

but I believe is the very thing that makes Wisconsin unique. There aren’t many places where the

weather may be 80 degrees and next week it will be 60 degrees. This makes things challenging,

but keeps me on my toes for what might come next.

There are plenty of activities in Wisconsin. Some are better than others, but I suppose

that’s personal preference. My favorite activity is golf. I first started playing golf three years ago

when my cousin introduced me to it. I surprisingly was very good in the beginning and learned

very quickly. As I practiced more I got better and better. I tried freshman year of high school for

the golf team and I made it. Continuing to love the sport, I wanted to play again. Sophomore year

I got in, happier than ever. Then, junior year. I thought I was ready. I practiced enough, but

wasn’t good enough for the people that got in. I wished I would’ve got in. I wanted to play on the

team so bad, but everyone else was better. The clubs that I have been using are very nice

Taylormade clubs. They were given to me by my cousin, but they’re old. If I had an upgrade set I



believe I could have done much, much better and possibly even made the golf team. Taylormade

Golf in itself is a very good company with premium products. They are a reason why I love

playing golf and a contributing factor to why I love Wisconsin.

The food in Wisconsin is also unbelievable. Cousin Subs with its amazing fries and fresh

bread, Rocky Rococo's all-you-can-eat salad, Culver’s delicious custard, and many, many more.

All originated in Wisconsin and are the reason why so many people love the food. Food in any

country or state changes the view on that place very much and is what keeps people coming back

for more. Many people who come back to Wisconsin not only love the experience, but they love

the food that comes from here.

The towns and counties that people in Wisconsin live in are also very amazing. With corn

fields stretching miles with beautiful sights to the beautiful architecture in Milwaukee creates an

amazing experience that some will never forget. The friendly people that live in these areas such

as Waukesha County and many more only create a better experience for anyone who lives or is

wanting to live in this amazing state.

Personally, I believe Wisconsin is one of the most interesting states I have ever been to.

With its interesting weather patterns to its amazing people. This state offers the most interesting

and fascinating experience possible without being too much.


